! ExB flow mixes particles, energy and momentum among confinement, SOL and private regions.
! ExB and ∇B drifts enrich physics at the tokamak edge. 
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EXPERIMENTS DIAGNOSTICS VIEW BOTH DIVERTOR AND UPSTREAM REGIONS. MOST DATA ARE FROM LOW-POWER L-MODE PLASMAS.
T e IS APPROXIMATELY CONSTANT ON A SURFACE
! T e uniformity is expected,.
! Large e -parallel thermal conductivity.
! However, T e is sometimes greater on closed surfaces near X-point than on same surfaces upstream.
! Puzzling result, but it survives many checks. 
LARGER NEAR X-POINT THAN UPSTREAM ON THE SAME MAGNETIC SURFACE
! X-region p e is higher on closed surfaces and outer SOL than upstream.
! X-region n e is higher than upstream.
! X-region T e is higher on closed surfaces than upstream. 
X-POINT p e MAXIMUM EXISTS in L-MODE and maybe in H-MODE WITH TYPE-3 ELMs. ABSENT in ELM-free H-MODE.
! Preliminary Experiment:
! Thomson data through L$ $ $ $H.
! Fixed X-point ! Ion B drift " " " " toward X.
! Low power, slow transition. ! Seven transitions; few data.
! Showing p e data from 0.5% inside separatrix.
! Preliminary Conclusions:
! X-point p e hill in L-mode and maybe in H-mode with Type 3 ELMs.
! p e seems uniform in ELM-free H-mode. ! Implies ExB circulation is common in low confinement or low temperature edge, absent at higher confinement. 
